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The Model V15-II-D12 is a Shure Model V-15 Type II Improved Super-Track Stereo Dynetic Cartridge mounted in a Dual TK14 head designed specifically to fit the Dual Model 1219 and 1209 Automatic Turntables.

Performance Specifications for the V15-II-D12 are contained in the booklet-data sheet describing the Shure V-15 Type II (enclosed with the V15-II-D12 packaging).

INSTALLATION

1. Remove present pickup head and insert Shure V15-II-D12 into phono arm. Care must be taken in removing and inserting the pickup head not to cause damage to the stylus.

2. Balance arm as per Dual instructions and set stylus force to recommended tracking force of 1 1/4 grams. (See Shure V-15 Type II Data Sheet for complete tracking force data). Forces greater than indicated should not be used.

Suggestions for Cleaning Your Stylus

To clean the stylus, use a camel’s-hair brush (No. 2 size or smaller) dipped lightly in alcohol. The alcohol will remove any sludge deposits which may have coated the stylus tip. The brush bristles should be trimmed to a length no longer than 1/4 inch. Always brush the stylus with a forward movement from the rear (terminal end of the cartridge) to the front. Never brush or wipe the stylus from front to back or side to side.

STYLUS REPLACEMENT

See enclosed Shure V-15 Type II Data Sheet. The stylus replacement is Model VN15E.

PATENT NOTICE: Cartridge and stylus manufactured under one or more of the following U.S. Patents: 3,055,988, 3,077,521, 3,077,522 and 3,463,889.